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This thesis aims find out the teacher problem in teaching process that cause of the
students lack of vocabulary with the result that teacher used code switching in
order to the students understanding. The writer analyzes the code switching in
English to Indonesia as found in the Asyhari Learning Center in the CTC class.
This research aims to determine the types of code switching that are used at
Asyhari learning center, what are the reasons of code switching used at Asyhari
learning center , the function of code switching used at the Asyhari learning
center.
In this research the writer used qualitative approach to answer the problem. The
subject of this research of the teacher‟s utterances from two meeting in teaching
process in CTC class. The writer used descriptive qualitative because data is
collected, analyzed and explained in the form of words. The data in this study are
the utterances of teachers that contain language switch.
The results of this research indicate that they are three types of code switching,
where the types of code switching are proposed by Jendra. These types are intrasentential switching (a word boundary substitution of phrases within one
sentences), inter-sentential switching (code switching occurs completes a sentence
in one language, switches to another language in the next sentence between
sentence or clause boundaries in the other sentence), and tag switching (switch of
interactional filler codes). The reason for using of code switching is talking about a
particular topic, quoting others interjection, repetition used for clarification. finally,
there are three functions proposed by Mattson Huberman. These functions are
Topic Switch, affective function, repetitive function.
Keyword: Code Switching, Types Code Switching, Reason, and Function
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Tesis ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui masalah guru dalam proses mengajar yang
disebabkan siswa kurang dalam menguasai kosakata sehingga guru menggunakan
alih kode untuk membuat siswa memahami. Penulis menganalisis alih kode dalam
bahasa Inggris ke Indonesia seperti yang ditemukan di Asyhari Learning Center di
kelas CTC. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menentukan jenis-jenis alih kode yang
digunakan di pusat pembelajaran Asyhari, apa alasan alih kode yang digunakan di
pusat pembelajaran Asyhari, dan juga fungsi alih kode yang digunakan di pusat
pembelajaran Asyhari.
Dalam penelitian ini penulis menggunakan pendekatan kualitatif untuk menjawab
masalah. Subjek penelitian ini adalah ucapan guru dari dua pertemuan dalam
proses pengajaran di kelas CTC. Penulis menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif karena
data dikumpulkan, dianalisis dan dijelaskan dalam bentuk kata-kata. Data dalam
penelitian ini adalah ucapan guru yang mengandung saklar bahasa.
Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa mereka adalah tiga jenis alih kode, di
mana jenis alih kode diusulkan oleh Jendra. Jenis-jenis ini adalah pengalihan intrasentensial (penggantian frase dalam kalimat), pengalihan antar-sentensial
(pengalihan kode terjadi antara batas-batas kalimat atau klausa), dan pengalihan
tag (pengalihan kode pengisi interaksional). Alasan penggunaan alih kode adalah
berbicara tentang topik tertentu, mengutip interupsi orang lain, pengulangan yang
digunakan untuk klarifikasi. akhirnya, ada tiga fungsi yang dikemukakan oleh
Mattson Huberman. Fungsi-fungsi ini adalah Topic Switch, fungsi afektif, fungsi
berulang.
Kata kunci: Pengalihan Kode, Jenis Pengalihan Kode, Alasan, dan Fungsi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Problem
Language is a system that relates sounds or gestures to meanings. 1 The
diverse language means a language despite having specific rule or pattern is the
same, but because of the language used by speakers of heterogeneous and
different social backgrounds then used into language variety. Diversity can
occur at the level of phonology, morphology, syntax, as well as at the level of
the lexicon. George Yule stated that language is system of sound, words used
by humans to communicate thought and feelings.2 Moreover, it means that
language is the system of human expression using words. It means that when
people communicate with others, people use language to accomplish some
function such as to cooperate and interaction, people carry out these functions
in a social context. Based on the statements above, it can be concluded that
language is needed to communicate with another person, either verbal or nonverbal communication and tools that community members as human individual
share thinking, feeling and willing.
In this research the writer study about language are in sociolinguistics.
Sociolinguistics is a branch of linguistic and sociology which examines the
individual and social variation of language.3 Sociolinguistics is a developing
performed by a given speaker within one community. Just as regional variation
of a language can give a lot of information about the place the speaker is from,
social variation says about the roles. It means that many people used language
as a communication and have ability by using two language or more. Based on
Webster‟s dictionary, bilingual is defined as having or using two languages
especially as spoken with the fluency characteristic of a native speaker; a
person using two language especially habitually and with control like that of
1

Victoria Fromkin. et al. (2011). An Introduction to Language. Los Angeles: Universitity
of Californi. p. 324.
2
George Yule. (1988). The Study of Language. New York: Cambridge University Press. p.
3.
3
Benzoukh Halima. (2012). Basic Concepts in Sosiolinguistics. University of Ouargla
(algeria). p. 11

native speaker‟ and bilingualism as the constant oral use of two languages. 4
From that definition the characteristic of bilingualism are the ability using two
language with the same control such as their mother tongue. Numan and Carter
briefly define the term as a phenomenon of switching from one language to
another in the same discourse.5 From this definition, “discourse” will be
handled as the students‟ and teachers‟ naturally occurring language use in the
classroom. Additionally, the languages between which alternation is performed
are the native language of the students, and the foreign language that students
are expected to gain competence in.
Asyahari Learning Center is English and Arabic learning center located
on the pal 16 of Muaro Jambi, this institution implements the HOTS learning
system (High Order Thinking Skill). Asyhari Learning Center has been
established from 2011 until now the purpose of this institution is "to educate
the nation's children in facing the era of globalization". This institution
provides learning difficulties from all circles, namely, children, teenagers or
adults. Even every student is allowed to use Indonesian for beginners BTC
(Basic of Training Class), while for the second level CTC (Candidate of
Training Class) they have to mix and switch into English, while for the final
level TC (Training Class) is required to speak full English both fellow friends,
alumni and their teachers are required to speak English wherever they meet
both on the street, in the classroom or social media, every student must speak
English with this system applied so students can improve their English skills, to
make this regulation run well the institution has a way unique by making
promise to always speak English.
Even at the end of graduating and obtaining a certificate this institution
applies written, oral examinations and even to get the perfect score, every
student must speak directly to native speakers, so each student can be declared
graduated. In this case, the teacher explains what is easy for students to learn.
4

Josiane F. Hamers and Michel H. A. Blanc. (2000). Bilinguality and Bilingualism.
Cambridge University Press. p. 6
5
Numan. D. and Carter. D. (2001). Teaching English to Speakers of Other Language
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. The Internet TESL Journal http://iteslj.
org/Articles/SertCodeSwitching. html). p. 275.

Therefore code switching is often found in the teaching and learning process.
Code switching can be defined as the use of more than one language, variety,
or style by a speaker within an utterance or discourse, or between different
interlocutors or situations.6 Based on that statement, it means that many people
can use code switching wherever, whenever. Because in especially in Indonesia
many people having ability using more than one language in communication.
The writer is very curious as to why teachers switch from English to
Indonesian or otherwise so the writer found out how teachers use two
languages at the same time in delivering the material. The code refers to the
speaker system that has characteristics below the speaker's background, the
speaker's relationship with the talking partner and the existing talk situation.
Code as a system used to communicate between two or more speakers in a
particular dialect or language that can occur in a group or individual. The use
of switching codes can occur at any time in the learning process or even in
communication between teachers and listeners who have goals so that listeners
or targets understand well what the teacher says. Teachers can switch to
English or Indonesian to explain the material to change words, phrases, clauses
or difficult sentences in explaining the material.
This method may make students get more understanding of the ideas of
some material. This is very important for education, especially in Indonesia.
Code switching can be a useful tool in the learning process. Code switching
helps the teacher transfer information to the recipient effectively. Based on the
statement above, switching codes can be a strategy that we use by teachers to
help students. Positive functions of code switching such as explaining
grammar, new concepts, and vocabulary can help listeners improve their
English.
Code switching to be analyzed in this thesis because code switching is
often occurs in universities as well as in public communication, English
language courses such as institutions that are the objectives of the research. The
writer chooses code switching in Asyahari Learning Center Jambi because the
6

Romaine. S. (1992). Bilingualism. Blackwell Publishers: Cambridge. p. 110

teacher always speak use code swithing and she feels easy to explain the
materials to the students, because most of the students still lack of
vocabularies. So the writer are very interested in examining the process of code
switching that can occur in short expressions, words, or even in sentences.
The writer take the data as the object of this research in the English
course at Asyhari Learning Center, namely in the process of learning and
explain the materials from teacher utterance to students only. In this research
because the writer found a lot of code switching used at the Asyhari Learning
Center. Actually the writer was one of the alumni in an English language
course at the Asyhari Learning Center, the writer is curious why teachers
switch their language and in addition to preparing ease for students to switch
English into Indonesian or otherwise. Besides, the writer is interested in
understanding how teacher use this language when they interact with each
other. The writer found from the teacher utterance that code switching in the
Asyhari Learning Center it can be seen in the example below:
Teacher

: “your homework have finished, bukan?” 7

Teacher

: “jangan lupa selesikan tugas itu dirumah, okay?”

From the quotations above it can be known that teacher says “your
homework have finished, bukan?”. This utterance has a tag switching. From
the explanation above, it is tag switching because the speaker shows insert
short expression in that utterance. The teacher switches from Indonesia to
English to qualify or clarify his message. From the example above, the teacher
switches his language to Indonesian because of the speaker asked the student.
Finally, based on the reason above, the writer will analyze this thesis
the titles this research “Code Switching Used at Asyhari Learning Center
Jambi”
B. Formulation of the Problems
1. What types of Code Switching are used at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi?

7
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2. What are the reasons of using Code Switching at Asyhari Learning Center
Jambi?
3. What are the functions of using Code Switching at Asyhari Learning Center
Jambi?
C. Limitations of the Problem
In this research, the writer limits the research on Code Switching which
used at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi. This research examines code switching
find in the class when the teacher explain the materials in English into
Indonesian or otherwise. The writer takes the data from teacher utterances in
CTC (Candidate of Training Class) level.
D. Purpose of the Research
Based on the formulation above, the aims of the research are as seen
below:
1. To find out the types of Code Switching are used at Asyhari Learning
Center Jambi.
2. To find out the reasons of using Code Switching at Asyhari Learning
Center Jambi
3. To find out the functions of using Code Switching at Asyhari Learning
Center Jambi.
E. Significance of the Research
The result of this research is expected to be beneficial not only for
the writer to fulfill one of the requirements for literature degree at English
Literature Department but also give some contribution for teaching
process, the readers, and the department as seen below:
1. For Department
The result of this research in expected to be useful for the Lecture in
State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi. It will be able to
regarding to code switching in the English class. The writer hopes this
research can give the way to teach the students if the students have problems
in English the teacher can use code switching to explain the materials. For
the department, the writer hopes that the result of this study will be useful

for the student especially English Literature Department students who want
to analyze code switching.
2. The writer
The result of this research is hoped to give the answers of the
writer‟s formulation, the writer will able to findings related to code
switching and hopefully will give a new analysis concern this subject.
3. The furthermore researcher
The writer hopes that the result of this study will be useful for the
student especially English Literature Department students who want to
analyze code switching.
This research is expected to contribute both theoretically and
practically, because it will provide code switching analysis that can be used
as a source of additional studies on sociolinguistics, especially in the
discussion of code switching.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter presents some theories used as a foundation to solve the
research problems. The discussion related to code switching in utterances of
Teacher in English Course at Asyhari Learning Center, which is to present of
sociolinguistic, bilingualism, code mixing, and code switching.
A. Sociolinguistics
People use language to interact with others in society at anytime and
anywhere. John Edward stated that language is a purely human for
communicative purposes by a group of people who constitute the language
community.8 In other word, people who carry out social interactions by using
language in a wide range to express their opinions speak something so that
communication between groups or individuals creates a language community
in their activities.
The communicating aspect of a language is very important. Sholihatul
Hamidah said that the function of language is communicating thought from in
person to another.9 The science that studies language and society develops into
sociolinguistics because it causes language exchange or information in
communication closely related to society.
Sociolinguistics approach is used by the writer to carry out this
research. The writer starts from the approach. Sociolinguistics is a branch of
linguistics that studies something particularly significant between language
and social community and also studies just those properties of languages and
languages which require reference to social, including contextual, factors in
their explanation.10 Language and society cannot be separated. It means that
sociolinguistic studies include the characteristics of languages that always
interact, change according to the circumstances in the speech of society.
8

Jhon. Edward. (2009). Language and Identity. United State of America: Cambridge
University press. p. 53
9
Sholihatul Hamidah. (2011). Introduction to General Linguistics. Medan: La-Tansa
Press. p. 11
10
Downes. W. (1998). Language and Society 2nd edition. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. p. 9

Sociolinguistics does not focus on the structure of language, but it
focuses on how language is used. The use of language in society is the way in
communication. Communication always happens when the social aspect used
in language. Sociolinguistics here gives a contribution as a regulator on how
language is used in society. Sociolinguistics also deals with why people speak
differently in different social contexts and identifying the social function of
language as well as describing the ways it is used to convey social meanings.
B. Bilingualism
Bilingualism is an ability using two languages. The term of
bilingualism in the first time introduced by Bloomfield in his book Language
argues that bilingualism as native like control of two (or more) languages.11 In
other word, it means that anyone who has the ability of more than two
languages can be said to be bilingualism where almost every human can
master and control more than two languages very well.
Bilingualism is an individual's ability to use more than one language
variety. According to Wardhaugh, bilingualism is the ability to use two
languages. Such people are likely to be immigrants, visitors, or children of
„mixed' marriages and in that respect „marked' in some way, and such marking
is not always regarded as favorably.12 From the above opinion, whoever
understands more than one language can be said to be bilingualism even
though they have different abilities in mastering both of languages or the
ability to speak more than one language.
People in bilinguals do not have the same abilities in both languages
that their mastery. Differences in competence in a variety of languages might
range from orders of lexical items, a formula of expressions and
conversational skills to excellent command of grammar and vocabulary and
specialized register and style. Based on Robert Lado Bilingualism is the
ability to speak two languages with the same or almost as good. Technically,
this opinion refers to the knowledge of two languages, how it is leveled by
11
12

Bloomfield. Leonard. (1933). language. New York: Holt. Rinehat and Winston. p. 22
Wardhaugh. Ronald. An Introduction to Sociolinguistics. p. 96

someone.13 Based on that opinion, someone who has a great and extensive
knowledge of language about using language correctly and more than one
language, either regional or international, then that person is bilingualism.
C. Code Mixing
Talking about code switching is followed by code mixing because
these two events occur very often in bilingual societies. The similarity
between code switching and code mixing is the use of two or more
languages or two variants of a language in speech communities.
According to John in Jendra, that code mixing, pieces of language are
used while a speaker is basic ally using another language.14 It mean that
the speaker use language basic ally in native and combine in one a word.
While Myers Scotton in Lau Su Kia states that code mixing is the change
of one language to another in the same oral or written text. It is common
phenomenon in the society where two or more languages are used
together.15 Based on the opinion many people use code mixing to show
that they can uses the other language for style.
According to Ritchie and Bhatia state that code-switching and
code-mixing are marked by creativity and complexity and innovative
multi-functions. Thus leading to the idea that there are might be some
societal basis for mixing language.16
Code mixing is natural in communication as there is a natural need
or interdependence among bilinguals or multilingual. Code mixing occurs
with need to play a social role in society by communicators for example
use English in code mixing to show that he is a modern like man, as seen
in this following example:

13

A. Leoni. A. Chaer. (1995). Sosiolinguistik perkenalan awal. jakarta:Rineka Cipta. p.

114
14

Made Iwan Indrawan Jendra. (2012). Sociolinguistics the Study of Societies
Language. p. 79
15
Lau Su Kia et al. (2011). Code Mixing of English in the Entertainment News of
Chinese Newspapers in Malaysia. (International Journal of English Linguistics). Vol. 1. p. 4
16
Bhatia. T. K. . Ritchie. W. C. (2013). Handbook of bilingualism and multilingualism.
2nd. ed. Blackwell Publishing.

B: “Jangan ganggu saya, lagi ada meeting nih!”
From the example above, the speaker of this sentence supposed to
have felt a modern thought that he purposely and proudly communicates it
to the listener. Other example:
A: “ada apa ?”
B: “Tadi saya chatting kamu sebelum masuk kelas”.
The conversation took place in the school. A or B are study in the
school. A asked B what B was doing. And B made a code mixing by
adding English word to his sentence “chatting”. The writer presents a few
sentences that describe the reality of the language used can be categorized
as code mixing.
D. Code Switching
In this research before we study about code switching the writer will
explain of code. We have to know what the code is. The code refers to all
forms of utterance that are mention or not mention in different cultural
communities. People having an actual conversation send their code to their
recipient. This coding goes through a process that happens to the speaker and
the listener, and it must be understood by both of them. If the speaker
understands what the code is, then he will respond according to the code given
so that he can make decisions and act according to what he should.
Code switching is a phenomenon of languages as the result of
language contact in a bilingual society. Most of bilingual used Code switching
when making a conversation among them. Code switching can occur in a
conversation between speakers' turns or within a single speaker's turn. 17 It also
can occur when the speaker as the main individual express in his native
language to show his identity and the listener does not understand then the
speaker immediately switches the language understood by the listener or target
language. Code switching can also be a word or one sentence.
17

101

Wardhaugh. Ronald. (2006). An Introduction to Sociolinguistics. Oxford: Blackwell. p.

Code switching is a choice to show individual or community identity
in a group of speakers who use two languages or more in their common
activity. As Gal says that “code switching is a conversational strategy used to
establish, cross or destroy group boundaries; to create, evoke or change
interpersonal relations with their rights and obligations”.18 Based on the
explanation, the use of two different languages have the purpose that speakers
feel comfortable informing so that they do not feel that this situation is rigid
and too formal is often the case for code switching.
In informal situations, the use of two languages in the conversation
gives the interactive impression that cannot be avoided. According to Hymes
stated: code switching has become a common term for alternate us of two or
more languages, variety of a language, or even speech style.19 Process the
interaction of using two languages it can occur because code switching is to
get an advantage which is usually done by speakers to cover up deficiencies in
the use of one common language used in the group. In choosing language, it
can occur in single sentence without changing the purpose.
E. Types of Code Switching
There are so many kinds of code switching explained by some linguists.
According to the grammatical and contextual classification, there are three
types of code switching.20 Each of the types is explained below:
1. Intra-Sentential Switching
Intra-sentential switching is when a word (a phrase or a clause) of a
foreign language found within the sentence in a base language. It concerns
language alternation that occurs within a sentence or a clause boundary. It
is the switch that occurs within a sentence/clause/ word boundaries/phrase.
It often occurs when someone uses a language and suddenly switches into
another language in a sentence or an utterance.

18
19

Jasper. Jargen. (2010). Society and language use. John Benjamins Publishing
A. Leoni. A. Chaer. (1995). Sosiolinguistik Perkenalan Awal. Jakarta: Rineka Cipta. p.

140
20

Jendra. Made Iwan Indrawan. (2012). Sociolinguistics. The Study of Societies
Language. Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu. p. 75

E.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into Indonesian,
“we are as the parents always pray for all of you. Berharap all of you
be success.”
Based on the explanations above, the speaker uses intra sentential
switching. It occurs because the speaker utters within the sentence. It
occurs because the speaker firstly utters Indonesia “berharap” then the
speaker switches into English “all of you be success”.
2. Inter-Sentential Switching
Inter-sentential switching occurs when there is a complete sentence
in a foreign language uttered between two sentences in a base language
may also include a switch from a whole sentence or more than one sentence
produced entirely in one language. It may serve to emphasize a point made
in the other languages in conversation. It switches from one language into
another language that occurs between sentences or utterances.

E.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into
Indonesian, “ini lagu lama, tahun 60-an. It is oldies but goodies,
they say.Tapi, masih enak kok didengerin.”
Based on explanation above, it is inter-sentential switching because
the speaker has completed a sentence. It occurs because the speaker firstly
utters Indonesia “ini lagu lama, tahun 60-an. and then the speaker switches
to English “it is oldies but goodies” thenin the next sentence,the speaker
switchesinto Indonesia again“Tapi, masih enak kok didengerin”.
3. Tag Switching
Tag switching occurs when a bilingual inserts short expression from
different language at the end of the utterances. It uses easily in inserting
speech at some point in monolingual utterance without break syntactic
rules. Tag question may be used as a polite request or to avoid the
impression of a firm order. It is exclamation or tags switch is serving as an
emblem of the bilingual character.

E.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English into
Indonesian, “It is okay, no problem,ya nggak?”.
Based on the explanation above, it is tag switching because the
speaker shows insert short expression that the speaker switches from
English “It is okay, no problem” to Indonesian “ya nggak?”. This code
switching which is existed in the last sentences is an insertion of a tag from
one language into an utterance which is entirely in one another language.
So, these utterances can be classified into tag switching.
Based on the explanations above it can be concluded based that
there are three types of Code Switching, such as Intra-Sentential Switching,
Inter-Sentential Switching and Tag Switching. The writer will use this
theory to find out the types of Code Switching are used at Asyhari Learning
Center Jambi.
F. The Reasons of using Code Switching
When code switching occurs, the reasons of the speaker are an important
consideration in the process. There are some reasons for a bilingual person to
switch their languages.21 Those are:
1. Talking About a Particular Topic
People usually like to use one language to discuss a certain kind of
topic. That is why a speaker feels free and more comfortable to express
his/her emotional feelings in a language that is not his/her everyday
language as bilingual. We often find it easier to switch from one language to
another language. The first example, when we are in conversation, we often
speak English to ask lifestyle or to talk about music. It is probably changed
to Indonesian when we talk about family.
The second example, Indonesian students going together in English
Grammar countries tend to use their language with each other it occurs
because the technical topic is firmly associated with particular code and the
topic itself can trigger a switch to the appropriate code.
21
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2. Quoting Somebody Else
In telling some news, people like to switch the code to quote a
person. People often quote, word, sentence, and expressions that leaks from
well-known person. In quoting a person, we do not need to have the words
the same as the first speaker. Such a writer sometimes quotes from a
different language such as English wise word. The purpose of using it
because they usually want to express and emphasize sometimes look better
or to give an accurate impression.
3. Showing Empathy about Something
When someone talks a language that is not his native language and
he/she suddenly wants to be emphatic about something, the speaker
intentionally or unintentionally will switch from his second language to his
first language. On the other hand, the speaker switch from his second
language to his first language because he/she feels more convenient to be
more emphatic in his second language rather than in his first language.
4. Interjection
An interjection is inserting a sentence filler or sentence connector
word or expression and it is inserted into a sentence to convey surprise,
strong emotion, or to gain attention. An Interjection is a short exclamation
like Darn!, Hey!, Well!, Look!, etc. It has no grammatical value, but the
speaker quite often uses it. It usually is using Grammar than in writing.
Language switching between bilingual people can something mark an
interjection.
5. Repetition Used For Clarification
People often do repetition. It means that they try to repeat a sentence
which has been said in one language. On the other hand, repetition literally
serves to repeat a message from one code to another code in a modified
form. It does not mean that they make comprehension better. It is used to
emphasis and style of the language they used.
6. The intention of Clarifying the Speech Content for Interlocutor

When a bilinguals talk to another bilinguals. There will be a lot of
code switching occurs. It means that a message in one code is repeated in the
other code in somewhat modified it to make the content of the speech run
smoothly and understood by the listener.
7. Expressing Group Identity
Code switching also can be used to express group identity. The way
of communication of academic people in their disciplinary groupings is
obviously different from the other groups. In other words, the way of
communication of none communication of none community is different
from the people who are out of the community. Saville Troike gives some
additional reason why bilingual person do switching the code.22 These are:
a. To Soften or Strengthen Request or Command
For Indonesian people, switching in Indonesian into English can
also function as a request because English is not their native tongue, so it
does not sound as a direct as Indonesian. However, code switching also
strengthens a command since the speaker can feel more powerful than the
listener can because he/she can use a language that everyone cannot.
b. Real Lexical Need
The most common reason for a bilingual person to switch their
language is due to the lack of equivalent lexicon in the language. When an
English-Indonesian bilingual has a word that is lacking in English, he or
she will find it easier to say it in Indonesian. Otherwise, when he or she
has a word that is lacking in Indonesian, he or she will use the English
term. If it put into Indonesian, the meaning will be hazy or vague, and
sometimes it cannot be used.
c. To Exclude Other People When A Comment Is Intended For Only A
Limited Audience
Sometimes people want to communicate only to certain people or
community they belong to avoid the other community or interference
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objected to their communication by people, that they might try to exclude
those people by using the language which no everybody knows.
Based on the explanations above it can be concluded that there are
seven reasons of Code Switching, such as Talking About a Particular
Topic, Quoting Somebody Else, Showing Empathy About Something,
Interjection, Repetition Used For Clarification, The intention of Clarifying
the Speech Content For Interlocutor, Expressing Group Identity. The
writer will use this theory To find out the reasons of Code Switching used
at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi.
G. Functions of Code Switching
The teacher use code switching by starting lessons in English and can
move to a second language. This ensures that the lessons are as
communicative as possible. Mattson and Burenhult show that there are three
functions of code switching. This function is a topic switcher, affective
function, and repetitive function.23 They are:
1. Topic Switching
In the case of a topic, the teacher changes the language according to
the topic being discussed. This was mostly observed in grammar
instruction, teacher connecting topics to the first language in the same
terms to improve student‟s understanding of the second language as taught
at the time. The topic change aims to direct students' attention to new
knowledge by utilizing code switching and hence using the mother tongue.
At this point, it can be suggested that the bridge from known (native
language) to unknown (new foreign language content) is created to transfer
new content and meaning is made clear in this way.
E.g .: “Lihat penggunaan kata Kerja keberapa yang di pakai? Verb
two”
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From the explanation above, the speaker is teaching the present
perfect tense. To get the use of the two verbs in the present perfect tense,
change the speaker code. He uses bilingualism to clarify the meaning of
these grammar points for his students, so he uses a change of topic.
2. Affective Function
This function is related to teacher affection for students in
establishing good teacher relationships with students. Code switching is
used to make students feel comfortable so students and teachers share good
affection in their relationships in the learning process.
In addition to the code switching function referred to as the topic
switch, in this case, it also carries an affective function that functions for
expression or emotion. In this case, code switching is used by the teacher to
build the teacher's familiarity with students. In this sense, people can talk
about the contribution of code switching to create a supportive language
environment in the classroom. As mentioned earlier, this is not always a
conscious process on the part of the teacher.
E.g.: “Fifty thousand or take it when you have completed the
semester test. Makanya kalo belajar hpnya jangan dipakai
dulu”.
From the explanation above, show the speaker's emotions in this
context. Anger and disagreement can be identified from the intonation that
falls from the speaker code change at the end of the sentence.
3. Repetitive function
This function shows that code switching is needed by the teacher to
share knowledge and explain the meaning of words and also the
phonological rules of those words. Following instructions in the target
language, the teacher switches to the native language to clarify the
meaning, and in this way emphasize the importance of foreign language
content for efficient understanding. However, the tendency to repeat
instruction in the native language can cause some undesirable student
behavior.

E.g .: “Apa. Apa bedanya? Who knows the difference?”
From the explanation above the speaker identifies differences
related to the topic. The speaker uses a repetitive function to ensure that the
listener can identify the difference.
Based on Mattson and Burenhult, there are two functions of teacher
code switching. They are: switching topics, affective functions, and
repetitive functions. Topic changes occur when the teacher changes the
language according to the topic being discussed. While effective functions
are used by teachers in order to build solidarity and intimate relationships
with students. Then, the repetitive function is used by the teacher to transfer
the knowledge needed for students to be clear. All of these functions are
related to the use of code switching in bilingual classes.
Based on the explanations above it can be concluded that there are
three functions of Code Switching, such as topic switching, affective
functions, and repetitive functions. The writer will use this theory To find
out the functions of Code Switching used at Asyhari Learning Center
Jambi.
H. Literature Review
In this part the writer presents some relevant studies previously
connected by other writers. The source in the form of Thesis, the first is there
are many writers who have already conducted the study on code switching,
such as Sherly who examines “Code Switching Used by the Presenter on RCTI
Quiz Program “Who Wants to be a Millionaire”.24 She focused on Tantowi
Yahya‟s Utterances. She analyzed between Indonesian-English, IndonesianJavanese, and Indonesian-Arabic code switching. The writer recorded two
episodes and transcribed the recording. She used Holmes theory. She found
that the use of English language is quite dominant in the whole result which is
60.6 % from the whole switch, and non-standard language also has big number
of percentage, 35.3 % from the whole switch, while Javanese language only
appeared 2.7 % and Arabic language 1.4 %.
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The second is taken from Ridiawan (2011). Entitled the analysis of
code switching between teacher and fourth semester students state institute for
islamic studies Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi.25 He analysis the pattern of
code switching and the factors of code switching between teacher and the
fourth semester students UIN STS Jambi. The similarity to the research above,
the research is concern in code switching case, both researches are used
descriptive qualitative. The deferences are clear up that the objek of the
research above is Teacher interaction when the teacher taught sometimes used
code switch and use grammatical code switching but, the object this research is
the students daily conversation at Ma‟had Al-Jamiah and the writer use
contextual of the types code switching.
The third is from another previous research by Faulani (2012). She
observed about code switching in English daily conversation of student islamic
boarding school (Ta‟mirul islam, Surakarta Central Java).26 She analyzed of
switching English to Arabic and discussed the conversational functions and
reason of using code switching. The similarity to the research above is that of
them use descriptive qualitative. And the differences, the research above just
focus to analyze the type of code switching that use in English conversation
only, but, this research describe the reason and factors code switching of
students daily conversation and also analyze the type of code switching.
The fourth from another writer is Christina. She studied code switching
in Ni Hao Ma Program of Suzana Fm in Surabaya. 27 She analyzed between
English-Japanese code switching. She only studied conversational code
switching in Ni Hao Ma Program of Suzana Fm in Surabaya. She used the
theory of Gumperz to analyze the data. She found that there are six functional
types of conversational code switching.
The fifth is from Afizah (2013). In her Journal “code switching in daily
conversation” investigated the factors of the Jordanian participants in Malaysia
25
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to interact in their conversation.28 The similarity to the research above that both
of them used descriptive qualitative and analyze about code switching. The
differences, her research the object are five Jordanian who are residing in
Malaysia. She is just identifying the factor that affect of code switching. But, in
this research the writer choose the students college and analyze about the types,
function and factors that affect the students used code switching.
Based on the description above, all of the researches talk about code
switching. In this research, the writer also talks about code switching. Different
from the researches above, the writer only analyzes between English Indonesia
code switching used at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi. The writer only focuses
on the teacher utterance in English Course. In this research only chooses two
selected meeting in English Course at Asyhari Learning Center in 2019.
In this research, the similarity to the research above that both of them
used descriptive qualitative and analyze about code switching same to the
writer uses the method of this research is descriptive qualitative. In this
research, the writer have different problem formulations with the others,
including types of code switching by Jendra, the reasons for using code
switching by Hoffman and the function of using code switching by Mattson
and Burenhult.
The writer was found 48 code switching in which the first type is intra
sentential switching 12 data, inter sentential switching 29 data, and tag
switching 7 data, whereas for reasons of using language switching the writer
found only 4 main reasons namely, talking about particular topic, quote
somebody else, interjection and repetitive used for clarification. And for the
function of the writer was found 28 data, namely topic switch 13 data, affective
function 17 data, and repetitive function 8 data. Based on the explanation
above, the writer has the data and also the formulation of problems that are
different from other researchers, in this study the writer also has a different
object of research, namely, the institution at Asyhari Learning Center, which is
focuses on the teacher's utterance during teaching and learning process.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH
A. Design of Research
Every writer has the design of the research to do the research or
academic writing. The process in analyzing has the main role as a guide. In
order to make a model of this research so that the writer easy to follow the
guidance while doing the research. In this time of research, the writer used the
qualitative descriptive method in analyzing data. By using the method, the
writer can easier describe the data that were gotten from the English course. In
finding the data, the writer watched learning process in English course and
quoted several uniqueness Code Switching. Data was taken from the English
course itself as a source of data by seeing at the last message while watching
the Teacher.
Descriptive research relies on observation as a means of collecting data.
It attempts to examine the situation in order to establish what the norm is. The
important point is that the observation is written down or recorded in some
way, in order that they can be subsequently analyzed. The data so collected
must be organized and presented clearly and systematically so that the analysis
can result in an invalid and accurate conclusion.
In writing this thesis, the writer uses a qualitative method and descriptive
research that is suitable with the aim of this research. Strauss and Corbin in
Cresswell. J stated:
Qualitative research is the type of research that produces findings that
are not achieved using statistical procedures or other means of
quantification. Qualitative research, in general, can be used for research
on people's lives, history, behavior, organizational functionalization,
social activities, and others. One reason for using a qualitative approach
is the experience of writers where this method can be used to discover
and understand what is hidden behind phenomena which is sometimes
something that is difficult to understand satisfactorily.29
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While Bogdan and Biklen stated that:
Qualitative research is one of the research that produces descriptive data
in the form of speech or writing and the behavior of the people observed.
Qualitative approaches are expected to be able to produce in-depth
descriptions of speech, writing, and or behavior that can be observed
from an individual, group, society, and or organization in a particular
context setting that is examined from a holistic, comprehensive and
holistic perspective. Qualitative research aims to gain a general
understanding of social reality from a participant's perspective. This
understanding is not determined in advance, but is obtained after
analyzing the social reality that is the focus of the research. Qualitative
research is also called: interpretive research, naturalistic research,
phenomenological research.30

In this research, the writer will use qualitative research, where the data
are analyzed through interpreting, not statistic analysis.31 Based on the
quotation above, the qualitative research can be used in this research it means
that data make easy writer to collect the information and do analyze.
Qualitative research is procedures that produce descriptive data as spoken
words of the person or behavior being researched. According to Ary that
descriptive research is studies are design to obtain information concerning the
current status status phenomena.32 It makes easy the research to get the right
data. It means that the qualitative method is analyzing about descriptive data
are used documentation in this research, by using this qualitative method, the
writer felt easy to analyze the code switching used by teacher and student.
Based on those statements, it can be concluded that qualitative research
is analyzing about descriptive data that is collected is in the form of the
situation of the natural object. Where descriptive data such as a writer or
spoken, by using qualitative research the writer will get rice answer about the
question in analyzing the code switching used in English course.
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B. Source of Data
Data are information, evidence, and items that can help a writer to get
the depiction of the problems. In this research, the writer elevated Asyhari
Learning center Jambi which located on Pall 16 Tempino, Muaro Jambi city.
The writer uses purposive sampling in taking the sample in this research. A.
Muri Yusuf states that purposive sampling is the sampling based on the
purposes and considerations of the research certainly.

Then Abdul Azis

Albone and his partners also state that purposive sampling is the sample that
truly taken from choosing the existing population and the kind of sampling that
accurately and relevant for the research design. In purposive sampling, the
writer tries to put the characteristic in population representatively. The
characteristic that must be entered and the level that must be represented,
depends on the estimation and consideration from the researcher.
The writer takes the teacher at Asyhari Learning center at CTC level as
the sample of this research. This sample chooses because the classroom teacher
in CTC level has done code switching, then the writer assumes that the
classroom teacher has more reason for her students to code switching. They are
three classes and four teachers the first BTC (Basic of Training Class) two
teacher, the second CTC (Candidate of Training Class) one teacher and the last
TC (Training Class) teacher.
This research the topics are, code switching used by teacher utterance,
the writer consists of the teacher utterance in code switching phenomenon in
the teaching process. The data of this research is the result of the observation
and interview from teacher utterances. Because the process of code switching
that occurs only in CTC class in that class only has one teacher. The teacher
information it seen (Appendix 8).
C. Technique of Data Collection
In an effort to get the data and fact in this research the writer uses
qualitative research, The writer uses documentation technique to get the data.
“Documentation refers to materials such as photographs, videos, films, memos,
letters, diaries, clinical case records and memorabilia of all short that can be

used as supplemental information as part of study whose main data source is
participant observation or interviewing”.33 Beside Atkinson and Coffey stated
that documents as social facts, which are produced, shared,and used in socially
organised ways.34 It means that in qualitative research, the writer uses some
documents that have correlation or support the problem of the research,
because this research is descriptive that is why the writer describes and
analyzes the data that has been found in English course to answer of the
problems that has been formulated in the formulation of the problem.
The writer has some steps in collecting the data, in order to make this
research more specific. Because Data collection technique is the most
important step used in research. That is true the research in the procedure of
collecting the data, the writer doing the research by participant observation and
interview in gaining the data to answer the problem. There are many steps in
doing data collection techniques, it can be seen below:
1. Observation
The technique used in collecting the data is observation technique.
According to Sugiyono said that, observation is spoken or written remark
or comment based on something one has seen, heard, etc.35 the purposes of
observation are collect the data that the writer need, to get specific and
accurate data, to know the situation in the field directly, and to describe
what the writer look, listen in implementing flash card in teaching writing.
Beside, Sukmadinata explains that observation is a technique or how to
collect data by making observations of on going activities.36 But
observation or here is interpreted more narrowly namely observation by
using the sense of sight which means not asking questions.
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In using the observation the writer comes and sits in the class and
uses the observation field to find types of Code Switching are used at
Asyhari Learning Center Jambi. This is the most effective way is to
complete it with the format. By using field notes The format compiled and
contains items about the events or behaviors described will occur in
conducting research the writer directly jumps into the field observing how
code switching used by teachers in learning process. There many steps in
using observation, it can be seen below:
1. The writer asked permission with the teacher if the writer will join in
her class.
2. The writer comes and sits in the class and look at the situation in
classroom.
3. The writer used the observation sheet and write down in the note to find
out the Code Switching used by the teacher while doing teaching and
learning process.
4. Reminded the participant about the agreement.
5. Thanked the participant for the time and willingness to be part of the
study.
2. Interview
To help correct the observations made, the writer uses interview
method. According to Sugiyono, the interview is a meeting of two people
to exchange information and ideas through question and answer, so that
meaning can be constructed in a particular topic, meaning an effort to
gather information by submitting a number of questions verbally, to be
answered verbally.37 So that the data obtained can be trusted and can be
accounted for the truth. The writer conducted interviews directly with
interview participants to get an opinion directly from the teacher and
student answers the reasons for using code switching at the Asyhari
learning center. the informant it seem in (Appendix 8). So the writer has
evidence to answer the formulation of the problem directly from the data
37
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source. In this interview the writer uses a notebook to write conversations
and also record all conversations. There are many steps that the writer used
to use the interview:
1. The writer asked the teacher to find the quite palace to make the
interview running well.
2. The writer starts with a general guiding question based on formulation
(Appendix 4)
3. The writer allowed the teacher to talk freely
4. The writer used Indonesian language to avoid misunderstanding the
Teacher will be interviewer in Indonesia language Later the interview
take shape as themes emerged from the information given by the
Teacher.
3. Documentation
Sudaryono states that documentation activity is aimed at obtaining
data directly from research sites, including books, activity reports,
photographs, films, and the relevant research data.38 During the process of
research, the writer may collect qualitative documents. These may be
public documents or private documents.39 List of taking documentation in
this research are:
1. The writer cooperated with headmistress of Asyhari Learning Center
Jambi.
2. The writer cooperated with classroom teacher of CTC level.
3. The writer collects all of utterance by teacher conclude within code
switching, in case the writer takes the data from teacher‟s utterance.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyses the data. In qualitative
research, technique analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the
problem in analysis data, the writer used a technique of data analysis. The
writer has several techniques from the data analysis, in order to make this
38
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research more specific. According to Susan Stainback that “After collecting the
data, the writer analyze that the data to find the answer formulation of
problem.40 Bogdan and Biklen said: “Data analysis is the process of
systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field notes,
and other materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding of
them and to enable you to present what you have discovered to others”. 41 The
writer uses the field notes to get the data from Teacher at Asyhari Learning
Center. The writer will follow the activity in the class and write the utterances
that spoken from them during their interaction and write down to the note.
Then, the writer categorizes the code switching that used by Teacher. Data is
being collected by field note until the data become completed. So, the writer
has obtained the real data.
In this research, the writer uses technique descriptive analysis.
Sugiyono stated: Descriptive research is a research method that is aimed to
describe the present or past phenomenon.42 While Meriam in Creswell States
that qualitative research in descriptive in that the researcher is interested in a
process, meaning and understanding gained through words or pictures.43 This
aims to make factual and accurate descriptions of the facts, properties and
relationships between the phenomena investigated so that the writer can
describe each incident accurately and clearly so this way can provide a very
good exposure because this research is descriptive. It was way the writer
describes, analyzes the data that has been found in the English course to find
the answer to the formulation of the problems that have been formulated. From
both of the observation and interview, the writer using theory‟s Creswell for
doing technique data collection.
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The technique of data analysis in this research is descriptive analysis.
Using this technique, the researcher collects, arranges and presents the data.
The qualitative method is a kind of research without using any calculation or
statistic procedures.
The data are organized and managed for they are able to be understood.
Data presentation enables the researcher to understand the problem and the
whole situation and to plan the next steps.44 Presentation of data gives
possibility of taking of conclusion and taking action. In this study presentation
of data is descriptive. Descriptive are mean giving or showing about
description of the research‟s situation in the narrative way. The researcher was
collecting the information from the teacher, after taking the information then
give data encode and take the conclusion. The writer has some steps in
analyzing the data, in order to make this research more specific. The steps are:
1. Data reduction
The writer identifies the data that from the results of interviews
conducted in the field and write the results of observations to answer the
formulation of the problem about code switching used at Asyhari learning
center. Data reduction means to summarize, to choose the points, to focus on
teacher‟s strategies, in order to find the answer. The writer reduces from the
whole data collected and gets the more suitable data that would be analyzed
2. Presentation the data
The writer classifies the data of about code switching used at Asyhari
Learning Center which has correlated with the source. The writer separates
and reduces unnecessary and classified data into categories of code
switching strategies and identifies data based on the type of code switching
in the learning process. After all classify the data have found at Asyhari
Learning Center. in this step, the writer analyzed the data and describe based
on the problem an related to the theory about code switching used at Asyhari
Learning Center. Presentation of data gives possibility of taking of
conclusion and taking action. In this study presentation of data is
44
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descriptive. Descriptive means giving description of the teacher‟s strategies
in the narrative way. The writer was collecting the information from the
Teacher
3. Making Conclusion
After all of the data have analyzed, describe and explained in the
research. The writer makes the conclusion from the result of analysis based
on the data to answer the problem from the finding analysis. The conclusion
needed to be verified for its credibility. Verification is some programs to
check the writer‟s carefulness and to the accurate data. Taking conclusion is
only the part of activity in though configuration. The writer begins to seek
supporting information, then the reduction data, presentation data, and the
last was making conclusion. After reduced and presented the data, the last
step the writer made the conclusion.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
The writer has done all the research methods to find all the data from
respondents who have been conducted and the data is described in this chapter.
The data was collected from Teacher at Asyhari Learning Center that takes in
learning the basic grammar.
A. Research Findings
This section represents explained the findings found by the writer after
sending the research methods. The result of the observation session was done
by using field notes, and the interviews the teacher has already done by the
writer. The teacher who teaches the basic grammar, she used various
techniques when teaching. The teacher has some ways For example:
presentation, small group discussion, and games. In her grammar class, she
tried to talk in English when explaining the lesson. However, because some of
the student's basic grammar level is beginner to grammar, she often switches
the codes to clear her explanation. In this research, the writer used observation
and interviews to collect the data. The observation was the main technique in
this collecting data, while the interview became the supporting technique.
The writer made observations in two meetings by using field notes to
find out the type, the function of code switching performed by the teacher.
Observations began from 05 to September 2019 to 15 September 2019. Data
from field observations were recorded in every process of code switching and
the notes then listed in a form (see Appendix 1-2). Then, data are identified to
determine speech based on the types that are considered as code switching
phenomena found in CTC class level conducted by the teacher.
Through the data reduction, the utterances which were not contained
code switching were omitted, so that the utterances which were contained code
switching left. The data which had been reduced and described were classified
into specific groups based on the research focus into the observation form.
Based on the observation employed in two meetings, the writer found
three types of code switching and three functions of code switching practiced

by the teacher. She used English and Indonesia. The data was classified into
types of code switching in the classroom, which had been gathered from
observation showed all the types of code switching proposed by Jendra.
1. Types of Code Switching Found in grammar class
Based on the findings in the field, all types of code switching
proposed by Jendra only occur at the CTC (Candidate of Training Class)
level. The first type is the transfer of intra-sentential phrases or a word
boundaries in one sentence. The second type is inter-sentential code
switching that occurs after the speaker completes a sentence in one
language, switches to another language in the next sentence. Whereas, the
latter involves inserting tags when the speaker enters short expressions
from different languages at the beginning or end of a sentence.
a. Intra-Sentential Switching
The first types of code switching proposed by Jendra are intrasentential switching that there was a total of switches in the data set: 12
intra-sentential switching practiced by the teacher. Some the utterances
included of intra-sentential switching that occurred in the basic
grammar classroom is:

Teacher
Teacher

Teacher

45

:“so amazing kamu bisa memahami grammar
too faster ya.”45
:“actually everyone can understand the
grammar verywell tergantung niatnya mau
belajar apa enggak?” 46
:“Jangan lupa tulisannya yang tebal biar
tahu nanti if your friends read it.”47
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That utterance is code switching, especially in intra-sentential
switching. Because the teacher inserted phrase “so amazing” and “too
faster” in one language and then switches to another language “kamu
bisa memahami grammar ” in single utterance. So, these utterances can
be classified into intra-sentential switching.
The purpose of this type was to assist the students in
understanding the meaning of certain difficult English phrases, clause
in single sentence while explaining the certain topic.
From utterance above the teacher there is used code switching
when during teaching process of basic grammar especially in intrasentential switching. The teacher inserted clause with using different
language of a single sentence. The teacher switches one language
“actually everyone can understand the grammar verywell” to another
language “tergantung niatnya mau belajar apa enggak” in the single
sentence. The other quotation above the teacher inserted clause with
using different language of a single sentence. The teacher switches one
language “Jangan lupa tulisannya yang tebal biar tahu nanti” to
another language “if your friends read it”.
Another utterance:

Teacher
Teacher

Teacher

48

:“if you don‟t understand English kamu bisa
menjelaskan dalam indonesia!”48
:“well guys everyone study at home dan
minggu depan kita ulangan tentang grammar
yang sudah dipelajari.”49
:“jangan lupa to collect your assignment.”50
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Three utterance above included code switching, because the
teacher switch one language to another language. The above example
called intra-sentential switching because the teacher inserted a phrase of
the second language in the first language in a single utterance or
sentence. It is means that the teacher using the phrase to switched her
language in a single sentence.
b. Inter-Sentential Switching
The second is inter-sentential switching that there was a total of
switches in the data set: 29 inter-sentential practiced by the teacher.
Some of the utterances include inter-sentential switching occurred in
basic grammar: Firstly, it could help the teacher in delivering the
information and instruction, thus the materials or the instructions were
expected to become easier to be understood by the students. Secondly,
it could appear also in the teacher's attempt to get respond from the
students about the information or instruction which had been explained.
This type the utterances of inter-sentential switching can be seen below:

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

51

:“it is better for me to know your ability in
understanding the grammar. Ada yang tahu to
be itu apa?”51
:“guys you have to write in your note about
grammar and study at home and jangan
sampai tidak di catat apa yang miss
sampaikan.”52
:“kalian harus pelajari grammarnya itu. So
we will understand grammatical very well.”53
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From utterance above the teacher used code switching in
teaching process basic grammar. It called code switching because the
teacher has a completed sentence in one language in this case English
"it is better for me to know your ability in understanding the grammar"
and then the teacher switches to another language in the next sentence,
in this case, Indonesian "Ada yang tahu to be itu apa?". So, it is called
inter-sentential switching.
From two utterances above it is code switching especially in
inter-sentential switching type. It called code switching because the
teacher after she has completed a sentences in one language, switched
to another language in the next sentence, or occurs at sentence levels,
where each sentences is in one language of his utterances.

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

:“Please whoever understand come here,
tuliskan satu kalimat dengan grammar yang
benar. and then you give explanation about
it.”54
:“kalau sudah nanti kalian akan bermain
tebak-tebakan dari kertas itu, so please
follow the activity well.”55
:“Jadi nanti setelah kalian diskusikan kalian
harus bisa menyambungkan cerita dari setiap
temannya itu. So, first you have to discuss
with your group.”56

From utterances above is the switching from one language to
another language in the same sentence or utterance it means that when
the teacher after she has completed a sentence in one language,
switches to another language in the next sentence. The teacher switched
an English utterance “Please whoever understand come here” to
Indonesia utterance “tuliskan satu kalimat dengan grammar yang
benar”.
54
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c. Tag switching
The last types of code switching proposed by Jendra is tag
switching that there was a total of switches in the data set: 7 tag
switching practised by the teacher. Some the example included of tag or
emblematic switching that occurred in the basic grammar.
This type of code switching means inserting a tag in one
language to an utterance that is otherwise in another language. It was
found the Indonesian fillers used within English sentences and
conversely, there was also the possibility of the use of English fillers
into Indonesian. Furthermore, a tag can be moved freely in a sentence,
they did not have syntactic constraints. It was frequently found 7 times
by using English. These fillers have occurred one after another between
English into Indonesian or otherwise. Techer utterances:

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

:“well, kalian paham?”57
:“buat dalam kalimat yang lain, Okay?”58
:“well,kalian bisa menjelaskan kegiatan.”59

From the utterances above included code switching especially in
tag switching. The teacher star the sentence but attaches a tag like
switch(in English and Indonesian) “well”from this word the teacher
show her emotion “well, kalian bisa menjelaskan kegiatan.” from that
utterance the teacher show short expression in the first sentence. It is
mean that a tag switching happens when the teacher inserted short
expression (tag) from different language at first or the end his utterance.

57
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From three utterances above the teacher used tag switching at
the first or the end sentence in other language before switches one
language. It is mean that a tag switching occurs when the teacher
inserted short expression (tag) from different language at the first or the
end his utterance.
Another teacher utterance:

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

: Alrigh, kamu maju!60
: it is easy, ya?61
: Ayo, come on any els?62

From utterances above it is code switching, especially in tag or
emblematic switching type. The utterances above show that the teacher
inserted a short expression (tag) each utterance. It is mean that the
teacher inserted tag short expression in the first sentence or utterance.
From the explanations above it can be concluded based on the
theory‟s Jendra (2012) that there are three types of Code Switching
Found in grammar class at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi, there are
Intra-Sentential Switching, where she used foreign language between
two sentences and it may serve to emphasize a point made in the other
languages in conversation, Inter-Sentential Switching, where the
teacher used phrase and clause of a foreign language and sometimes she
suddenly switches into another language in a sentence and Tag
switching, where she used short expression from different language at
the end of the utterances.
2. Reasons of Using Code Switching
The writer conducts an interview in one of the meetings to answer
the problem formulation through a meeting between the interviewer and the
teacher by giving questions and also by using recordings, the writer will get
information to find out the reason for the code switching done by the
60
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teacher. This section presents the results of interviews with basic grammar
by the teacher. Interviews were held to find answers to research questions
about the reasons why code switching occurred in the basic grammar class.
The interview with the teacher was conducted on 13 September 2019.
There were four questions that the author asked the teacher (see Appendix
4). By conducting this interview, the writer can find out the answer to the
reason the code switches from the teacher's perspective at the Asyhari
Learning Center in the CTC (Candidate of Training Class) level.
Based on the resulted of interviews the writer found that the teacher
realized used code switching in teaching process, because to make the
students easier speak in the completed sentences. It is mean that to help
students to understand the rule of her teaching in the classroom. The teacher
used code switching it is depend on the situation. Because of the students
did not understand the English very well. So, to make the students
understand what the teacher says in her classroom. And the important thing
the teacher used code switching to repetition for clarification and also the
teacher expresses her emotion to get the students attention it is mean the
teacher used interjection in teaching process basic grammar class. There
were several reasons why the teacher used code switching in the teaching
process. Based on the result of interviewing the writer connected all the
answers with the Hoffman‟s theory about the reason using code switching.
a. Talking About a Particular Topic
The teacher use code switching is to make utterance more
interested, when their students boring or do not like what the teacher
say, she always do Talking About a Particular Topic to make the
students more understand for studying the material, this reason is same
with Hoffman‟s theory called Talking About a Particular Topic.

Result of interview:
“I think in order to help students better understand what I am
saying when I am discussing certain very difficult topics such
as grammar.

Because in my opinion to make students more confident in
English and easy, so these switches can help them understand
the material and also new vocabulary.”63
From the quotation above it can be known that teacher uses
talking about a particular topic to make the student more than
understand for studying the material that given by the teacher.
b. Quoting Somebody Else
The teacher use code switching is to make Quoting the expert,
so when their students boring what the teacher say, she always do
Quoting Somebody Else to make the students more spirit for studying
the material, this reason is same with Hoffman‟s theory called Quoting
Somebody Else.

Result of interview:
“I often use English quotes from experts to provide motivation.
Like a quote from Albert Einstein, study well because learning
well results are also good. What is certain is that the quotation
is in English and in order to be truly understood by children
switching is needed. So the motivation that I give them can
really be understood.”64
From the quotation above it can be known that teacher uses
quotating to motivate the students more than seriously in them study
and also quoting somebody else to make the students are motivated
from Albert Einstain quotation, so the student will be study hard while
during learning process.

63
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c. Interjection
The teacher use code switching in order to express her emotion
or feel to the students by using English expressions. Sometimes when
the teacher is in the teaching process and she want to expresses their
emotion to get the student‟s attention. She always use some interjection
in English, this reason is same with the Hoffman‟s theory about the
reasons of code switching called Interjection.
Result of interview:
“When I reprimand noisy students, not paying attention to the
lesson or making other mistakes. I will use English so they get
used to it and also certain I will use the language switch. The
goal is that they understand that it was a reprimand for their
mistakes.”65
From the quotation above it can be known that teacher uses
interjection to make the student for seriously in learning and attention
the material that given by the teacher, Interjection is words or
expressions, which are inserted into a sentence to convey surprise,
strong emotion, or to gain attention. Interjection is a short exclamation
and has no grammatical value, but the speaker uses it in the
conversation. That is why the teacher uses interjection to make student
attention while during learning process.
d. Repetition Used For Clarification
The teacher use code switching is to make utterance clearer,
sometimes when their students misunderstand or do not understand
what the teacher say, she always do repetition to make the students
more understand and clearly, this reason is same with Hoffman‟s theory
called repetition use for clarification.

Result of interview:
65
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“When I explaine the materials. I will explain by using English
and then will be switch or repeat to Indonesian to clarify. The
goal is that students can understand more clearly the topics that
I have explained. And if they understand the materials that I
have explained like grammar, they will certainly be able to use
them in speaking English directly well.”66
From the quotation above it can be known that teacher uses
repetition to make the students clear for understanding the material,
because if the material does not understand by the student the teacher
will fell difficult to teach them, that is why the teacher use repetition to
make it clear under standing while during the learning process. it means
that when a speaker wants to clarify his/her speech so that is will be
understood better by the listener, she or he can sometimes use both of
the languages that she masters to say the same massage.
Based on the explanations above it can be concluded based on
the thoery‟s Hoffman (1991) that there are four reason of Code
Switching used in grammar class at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi by
teacher, there are Talking About a Particular Topic The teacher use
code switching is to make utterance more interested, Quoting
Somebody Else The teacher use code switching is to make Quoting the
expert, Interjection The teacher use code switching in order to
expressing her emotion, Repetition Used For Clarification The teacher
use code switching is to make utterance clearer.
3. Functions of Code Switching
The writer conducted the observation to find out the functions of
teacher‟s code switching. the writer found that there were three functions of
code switching occurred in the teaching process of basic grammar by
teacher. It was relevant to the theory Mattson and Burenhult who
mentioned two functions of teacher code switching in the classroom, they
were: topic switch that was mostly Observed in the rule and instruction,
affective function that switching was used by the teacher in order to build
66
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solidarity and intimate relations with the students, repetitive function in
order to transfer the necessary knowledge for the students for clarity.
For the functions of code switching, it was found that represent
topic switch, as affective function, and as repetitive function. The following
sentences explained in detail about these function:
1. Topic switch
The first is topic switch that there was a total of switches in the
data set: 13 topic switch practiced by the teacher. Some the example
included of topic switch that occurred in basic grammar classroom. The
writer found that the basic grammar teacher in CTC class level at
Asyhari Learning Center switched her code in the process of delivering
material related to a certain topic. Teacher utterance:

Teacher

:“Okay students one the to be in English that
is Are Specifiknya untuk subyek apa saja?”67
:“setahu kami itu untuk You, they dan we

Students
miss.”

From the utterances, “Okay students one the to be in English
that is Are Specifiknya untuk subyek apa saja?” the teacher alters her
language according to the topic that is under discussion. In this case the
student‟s attention is directed to the knowledge by making use of code
switching and accordingly making use of the native tongue. It is mean
including topic switch because the teacher asking to the students for the
specific topic. So that the students answer teacher questions, and then
the other students attention is directed to the presenter explanation.
Another teacher utterance:

67
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Teacher
Teacher

Teacher

:“Tell me how many to be in English yang
kalian ketahui.”68
:“listen to me my best students, grammar itu
aturan dalam berbahasa Inggris, so you need
to learn it.”69
:“saat kalian memahami teks dalam bahasa
Inggris, nantinya you will feel easy to
understand it.”70

From the utterance number one, the teacher used code switch
“Tell me how many to be in English yang kalian ketahui.” the teacher
show to clarify the function of to be to the students, thus she was using
topic switch. The second example it is called code switching especially
in topic switch, because the teacher explained the rule of to be a
teachers. So, in this case directly the students will attention what the
teacher explained. The last example it is also called code switching,
because the teacher explained from unknown to known and meaning is
made clear.
2. Affective Function
In this function that was found 17 times, The basic grammar
teacher used code switching in order to build solidarity and intimate
relations with the students. These functions showed the follow ship
between the teacher to her students. The teaching materials which had
been presented in English before was often switched into Indonesian by
the teacher. Through this way, the teacher basic ally intended to be
more intimate with her students. Teacher utterance:

68
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Teacher
Teacher

:“guys, you are studying right now right? so,
lihat kedepan jangan ke samping.”71
:“this is your chance to come forward, jangan
berdiam diri saja di kursi”.72

For both utterances above it‟s called code switching. The writer
used code switching in English to indo “guys, you are studying right
now right? so, lihat kedepan jangan ke samping.” The teacher show
emotions in this context because there is one of the students did not
listen to her it could be identified and known from the falling intonation
of the teacher‟s code switching at the end of his sentence.
The second function of code switching proposed by Mattson and
Burenthult is affective function that there was a total of switches in the
data set: 5 affective function practiced by the teacher. Some the
utterances included of affective function that occurred in basic grammar
classroom is:

Teacher

Teacher

71

:“I am not serious, lihatlah dari cara mis
selama ini dengan kalian just take it easy
guys gak perlu cemas ya.”73
:“come on guys, kenapa lama sekali
menyelesaikan , I have told to you clear
before it right.”74
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From both utterances “I am not serious, lihatlah dari cara mis
selama ini dengan kalian just take it easy guys gak perlu cemas ya.”
And “come on guys, kenapa lama sekali menyelesaikan , I have told to
you clear before it right.”the affective function was brought into make
joking with the students. The aim is building an enjoyable situation in
teaching. Through this way, the teacher basically intended to be more
intimate with her students.
Teacher utterance:

Teacher

:“Haduh masih belum juga selesai dari tadi.
You have take long time to finish it.”75

From the utterance, “Haduh masih belum juga selesai dari tadi.
You have take long time to finish it.” It is including affective function.
Because the teacher show the expression. In this respect, code
switching is used by the teacher so that to build the solidarity and make
the relation with the students.
3. Repetition Function
Another function of code switching in the classroom was
repetitive function. It was found 8 times in this research. This function,
the teacher switched her code for clarify her statement or explanation
which had been stated before and had made the students confused.
Through this clarification, the students could gain the clarity about
what the teacher referred to and what the teacher expected the students
supposed to do. This function was implemented by the teacher by using
the counterpart of the words that the teacher has said English into
Indonesian conversely. The switching of the code was meant for the
teacher to emphasize what her was trying to convey
Teacher utterance:

75
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Teacher
Teacher

:“kalian harus pelajari grammarnya itu. So
we will understand grammatical very well.”76
:“Iya duduk kasih tau grup nya itu apa dan
dengarkan saya. Okay listen to me.”77

For the first utterance it called code switching. Teacher
utterances show code switching “Iya duduk kasih tau grup nya itu apa
dan dengarkan saya. Okay listen to me.” Other utterance “kalian harus
pelajari grammarnya itu. So we will understand grammatical very
well.” The teacher was repition to clarify message. So she used
repetition function to show students the meaning of the rule point in
Indonesian. And then the second example, the teacher was asking the
student to give the clue. Because the teacher see that student face feel
confused so, she used repetition to make sure student know what the
meaning of teacher utterance.
The last functions of code switching proposed by Mattson and
Burenthult is repetitive function that there was a total of switches in the
data set: 4 repetitive function practiced by the teacher. Some the
example included of repetitive function that occurred in basic grammar
classroom.
Teacher

Teacher

: in this activity, jadi kamu buat imaginasi
kamu untuk menciptakan story yang creative,
make a creative story.78
: sebaiknya setiap grup, each group come in
to choose your topics.79

From both utterances, she was explaining the rule of the playing
game in Indonesian. She has just given to the students to make sure that
they understand students. This, she was using the repetition function.
From the explanations above it can be concluded based on the
thoery‟s Mattson and Burenhult that there are three function of Code
Switching Found in grammar class at Asyhari Learning Center Jambi,
there are topic switch that was mostly Observed in the rule and
76
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instruction, affective function that switching was used by the teacher in
order to build solidarity and intimate relations with the students,
repetitive function in order to transfer the necessary knowledge for the
students for clarity.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This chapter consists of conclusions and suggestion, the writer
concluded based on the findings and analysis and gave some suggestions to the
readers.
A. Conclusions
Based on the data analysis, the summary of the findings analysis as seen
in below:
1. According to this research the writer found types of code switching practice
by the teacher in teaching process of Basic Grammar was mainly in three
types, where the types of code switching proposed by Jendra. These types
were: intra-sentential switching (phrase or a word boundary within one
sentence) was found 12 times, inter-sentential switching (code switching
occurs completes a sentence in one language, switches to another language
in the next sentence between sentence or clause boundaries in the other
sentence) was found 29 times, and tag switching (interactional fillers code
switching) was found 7 times.
2. According to this research the writer found the reason why the teacher used
code switching in the teaching process of Basic Grammar repetition use are
Talking About a Particular Topic The teacher use code switching is to
make utterance more interested, Quoting Somebody Else The teacher use
code switching is to make Quoting the expert, Interjection The teacher use
code switching in order to expressing her emotion, Repetition Used For
Clarification The teacher use code switching is to make utterance clearer.
3. According to this research the writer found the function's teacher code
switching fulfilled the three functions proposed by Mattson-Huberman.
These functions were: Topic Switch was found 13 times, affective function
was found 17 times, and repetitive function was found 8 times.
Based on the explanation above, the writer has simplicity of the
conclusion. The teacher uses code switching that in the class for their
student it depend on the situation and student‟s understanding. The writer

found types of code switching by teacher utterance based on the Jendra‟s
theory based that theory the teacher used more dominants at inter-sentensial
switching in teaching process, the reason of using code switching by
teacher based the Hoffman,s theory and the function of code switching by
teacher based on Mattson Huberman‟s theory.
B. Suggestions
Considering the conclusions above, the writer gives some suggestions
as seen below:
1. For teacher
From the result of this research, it is showed that the teacher still
uses code switching even. It is better if they decrease the use of code
switching in her class. So, for the teacher, it is better if she limits her code
switching in the classroom.
2. For the students
It is better if they can talk in English, they should try to talk in
English. And for the students with lower English ability, they still can try to
speak in English and if they really cannot find the vocabulary they want to
say, they can switch code in Indonesian.
3. For the further writer
It is expected that the result of this research can be a reference to
conduct further research that is related to using code switching in teaching
process.
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APPENDIX 1, FORM TYPES OF CODE SWITCHING IN CLASSROOM
OBSERVATION, THE FIRST MEETING 6 SEPTEMBER 2019,
OBSERVER: HARIANTO ARDI

No
Utterance
Intra SC
1 Oke guys, hari ini kita bahas
tetang tata Bahasa inggris yang
penting dalam Bahasa inggris,
so pealse listen to me as well
2 I want to all of you discuss
about something in the group.
Tapi sebelum itu saya mau
memberikan materi tentang
kata kerja bantu dalam Bahasa
inggris.
3 You are going to divide in
groups. Nanti grupnya akan
saya bagi and then I will give
you a topic that will you
discuss for next.
4
sekarang kalian potong kertas
itu menjadi 4 bagian and then

writer the words there
5 kalau sudah nanti kalian akan
bermain tebak-tebakan dari
kertas itu, so please follow the
activity well
6 Jangan ada yang rebutan
and make it enjoy here.

7

8
9

10

11

12

the words are about family and
hal-hal yang ada di dalam
kelas
iya betul , you are right
Jangan lupa tulisannya yang
tebal biar tahu nanti if your
friends read it.
hitung satu sampai 5 untuk
grup A dan 5 lagi untuk
grup B. if you are going to
win this activity miss kasih
hadiah nanti.
Iya duduk kasih tau grup nya
itu apa dan dengarkan saya.
Okay listen to me.
Jadi nanti setelah kalian

Inter SC

















Tag SC

13

14

15

16

17
18
19

20

diskusikan kalian harus bisa
menyambungkan cerita dari
setiap temannya itu. So, first
you have to discuss with your
group.
Jadi cerita paling menarik akan
mendapatkan skor yang bagus
and the surprise for the next
week from me okay.
Jadi setiap minggu akan ada
hadiah. So make the creative
story to get a gift.
in this activity, Jadi kamu buat
imaginasi kamu untuk
menciptakan story yang
creative. Make a creative story.
Your time is twenty five
minute star from now.
Jangan sampai ada yang
main main gak karuan
Okay finish ya! Kita mulai
grup A, what group?
Apanya yang belum siap? Okay
group A please!
come on guys! Waktu kita
habis! Show your ability come
on.
Okay setiap grup, each group
come in to choose your topics












APPENDIX 2, FORM TYPES OF CODE SWITCHING IN CLASSROOM
OBSERVATION, THE SECOND MEETING 7 SEPTEMBER 2019,
OBSERVER: HARIANTO ARDI

No Utterance
1 it is better for me to know
your ability in
understanding. the
grammar. Ada yang tahu to
be itu apa?
2 guys you have to write in
your note about grammar
and study at home. jangan

Intra SC

Inter SC




Tag SC

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

sampai tidak di catat apa
yang miss sampaikan.
kalian harus pelajari
grammarnya itu. So we will
understand grammatical
very well.
Please whoever understand
come here, tuliskan satu
kalimat dengan grammar
yang benar. and then you
give explanation about it.
so amazing kamu bisa
memahami grammar too
faster ya”.
actually everyone can
understand the grammar
verywell tergantung
niatnya mau belajar apa
enggak?
if you don‟t understand
English kamu bisa
menjelaskan dalam
indonesia!
well guys everyone study at
home dan minggu depan
kita ulangan tentang
grammar yang sudah
dipelajari.
jangan lupa to collect your
assignment.
well, kalian paham?
buat dalam kalimat yang
lain, Okay?
well,kalian bisa
menjelaskan kegiatan.
Alrigh, kamu maju!
it is easy, ya?
Ayo, come on any els?
kalian semua harus
mengerti English grammar
is also important to face the
world and make relations
with another country
Like this? Haa!
Okay students one the to be
in English that is























19

20
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Are.Specifiknya untuk
subyek apa saja?
listen to me my best
students, grammar itu
aturan dalam berbahasa
Inggris, so you need to
learn it
Tell me how many to be in
English yang kalian ketahui
saat kalian memahami teks
dalam bahasa Inggris,
nantinya you will feel easy
to understand it
guys, you are studying right
now right? so, lihat
kedepan jangan ke samping
this is your chance to come
forward, jangan berdiam
diri saja di kursi
I am not serious, lihatlah
dari cara mis selama ini
dengan kalian just take it
easy guys gak perlu cemas
ya
come on guys, kenapa lama
sekali menyelesaikan , I
have told to you clear
before it right
Haduh masih belum juga
selesai dari tadi. You have
take long time to finish it
kalian harus pelajari
grammarnya itu. So we will
understand grammatical
very well.















APPENDIX 3, FORM TOTAL FOUND OF TYPES CODE SWITCHING
No
1
2

Meeting
The first meeting 6
september 2019
The second meting 7
september 2019
Total

Intra SC
5

Inter SC
16

Tag SC

7

13

7

12

29

7

APPENDIX 4, FORM OF QUESTION INTERVIEW IN CLASSROOM. 13
SEPTEMBER 2019
INTERVIEWER: HARIANTO ARDI
INTERVIEWEE: TEACHER AT ASYHARI LEARNING CENTER

No Question
Answer
1. Apakah dikelas ini anda mewajibkan Itu tergantung situasi, dikarenakan
setiap murid berbahasa inggris?
tidak semua siswa mampu berbahasa
inggris dengan baik, apalagi disini
mereka dari sekolah yang berbeda dan
latar belakang yang berbeda-beda,
maka saya memberikan kebebasan
kepada siswa dalam berbicara mau
beralih ke bahasa yang lebih bisa
mereka pahami.
2. Bukankah didalam kelas CTC kita Iya memang benar dalam kelas CTC
harus
mencoba
meningkatkan kita
harus
bisa
meningkatkan
kemampuan siswa dalam Bahasa kemampuan siswa dalam berbahasa
inggris. apa alasan dan tujuan anda inggris. Dikarenakan nanti saat mereka
yang
lebih
spesifik
dalam naik ke kalas TC akan menggunakan
penggantian alih kode?
bahasa inggris sepenuhnya. Tetapi kita
juga tidak bisa langsung berubuah
menggunakan
bahasa
inggris
sepenuhnya. Jadi di CTC inilah sangat
dibutuhkan pengalihan bahasa. Ya
memang ada beberapa alasan.
Yang pertama, yang sangat jelas ketika
saya menerangkan pelajaran. Saya akan
menjelaskan menggunakan bahasa
inggris lalu akan dialihkan ataupun
mengulang ke bahasa indonesia untuk
mengklarifikasi. Tujuannya agar siswa
dapat memahami lebih jelas dengan
topik-topik yang sudah saya terangkan.
Dan jika mereka paham dengan materimateri yang sudah saya jelaskan seperti
grammar, yang pasti mereka akan bisa
menggunakannya dalam berbicara
bahasa inggris langsung dengan baik.
Yang kedua, benar terkadang saya
menggunakan
kutipan-kutipan

berbahasa inggris dari para ahli untuk
memberikan motivasi. Seperti kutipan
dari Albert Einsten, belajarlah yang
baik karena dengan baik belajar maka
hasilnya juga baik. Yang pastinya
kutipan itu berbahasa inggris dan agar
dapat benar-benar dipahami dan
dimengerti oleh anak-anak diperlukan
pengalihan bahasa. Jadi motivasi yang
saya berikan kepada mereka dapat
benar-benar dipahami.
Yang ketiga, saat saya menegur siswa
yang ribut, tidak memperhatikan
pelajaran atau melakukan kesalahan
lainnya. Jelas saya akan menggunakan
bahasa inggris agar mereka terbiasa dan
juga
yang
pasti
saya
akan
menggunakan pengalihan bahasa. Ya
tujuannya agar mereka memahami
kalau itu teguran atas kesalahan yang
sudah mereka lakukan.

3.

4.

Yang ke empat yaitu Menurut saya agar
membantu para siswa dapat lebih
memahami apa yang saya sampaikan
ketika saya sedang membahas topictopik tertentu yang sangat sulit seperti
grammar.
Karena menurut saya untuk membuat
siswa lebih percaya diri dalam
berbahasa inggris dan mudah maka
dengan pengalihan ini dapat membantu
mereka memahami materi dan juga
kosa kata baru.
Yang mana lebih mudah berbicara
Menurut saya sama saja hanya saja
hanya dalam Bahasa inggris beralih
dikarenakan
terkendala
dengan
ke Indonesia dalam menjelaskan
kemampuan siswa dalam pemahaman
pelajaran?
dan juga beberapa siswa kurang dalam
kosa kata bahasa inggris maka harus
melakukan pengalihan untuk klarifikasi
materi saya agar lebih jelas, maka
pengalihan bahasa ini sangat membantu
bagi mereka.
Apakah penggunaan alih kode dalam Sangat efektif dan efesien menurut saya
pengajaran efektif?

APPENDIX 5, FORM FUNCTION OF CODE SWITCHING IN
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION, THE FIRST MEETING 6 SEPTEMBER
2019, OBSERVER: HARIANTO ARDI

No

Utterance

1

Oke guys, hari ini kita bahas
tetang tata Bahasa inggris yang
penting dalam Bahasa inggris,
so pealse listen to me as well
I want to all of you discuss
about something in the group.
Tapi sebelum itu saya mau
memberikan materi tentang
kata kerja bantu dalam Bahasa
inggris.
You are going to divide in
groups. Nanti grupnya akan
saya bagi and then I will give
you a topic that will you
discuss for next.
sekarang kalian potong kertas
itu menjadi 4 bagian and then
writer the words there
kalau sudah nanti kalian akan
bermain tebak-tebakan dari
kertas itu, so please follow the
activity well
Jangan ada yang rebutan
and make it enjoy here.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

the words are about family and
hal-hal yang ada di dalam
kelas
iya betul , you are right
Jangan lupa tulisannya yang
tebal biar tahu nanti if your
friends read it.
hitung satu sampai 5 untuk
grup A dan 5 lagi untuk
grup B. if you are going to
win this activity miss kasih
hadiah nanti.
Iya duduk kasih tau grup nya
itu apa dan dengarkan saya.
Okay listen to me.
Jadi nanti setelah kalian

Topic SC

Affective SC

Repetitive
SC



















13

14

15

16

17
18
19

diskusikan kalian harus bisa
menyambungkan cerita dari
setiap temannya itu. So, first
you have to discuss with your
group.
Jadi cerita paling menarik akan
mendapatkan skor yang bagus
and the surprise for the next
week from me okay.
Jadi setiap minggu akan ada
hadiah hadiah hadiah. So make
the creative story to get a gift.
in this activity, Jadi kamu buat
imaginasi kamu untuk
menciptakan story yang
creative. Make a creative story.
Your time is twenty five
minute star from now.
Jangan sampai ada yang
main main gak karuan
Okay finish ya! Kita mulai
grup A, what group?
Apanya yang belum siap? Okay
group A please!
come on guys! Waktu kita
habis! Show your ability come
on.













APPENDIX 6, FORM OF CODE SWITCHING IN CLASSROOM
OBSERVATION, THE FIRST MEETING 7 SEPTEMBER 2019,
OBSERVER: HARIANTO ARDI
No Utterance
1 it is better for me to know
your ability in
understanding. the
grammar. Ada yang tahu
to be itu apa?
2 guys you have to write in
your note about grammar
and study at home and
jangan sampai tidak di
catat apa yang miss
sampaikan.
3 kalian harus pelajari
grammarnya itu. So we

Topic SC

Affective SC

Repetitive SC







4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19

will understand
grammatical very well.
Please whoever understand
come here, tuliskan satu
kalimat dengan grammar
yang benar. and then you
give explanation about it.
so amazing kamu bisa
memahami grammar too
faster ya”.
actually everyone can
understand the grammar
verywell tergantung
niatnya mau belajar apa
enggak?
if you don‟t understand
English kamu bisa
menjelaskan dalam
indonesia!
well guys everyone study
at home dan minggu depan
kita ulangan tentang
grammar yang sudah
dipelajari.
jangan lupa to collect your
assignment.
well, kalian paham?
buat dalam kalimat yang
lain, Okay?
well,kalian bisa
menjelaskan kegiatan.
Alrigh, kamu maju!
it is easy, ya?
Ayo, come on any els?
kalian semua harus
mengerti English grammar
is also important to face
the world and make
relations with another
country
Like this? Haa!
Okay students one the to
be in English that is
Are.Specifiknya untuk
subyek apa saja?
listen to me my best
















20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

students, grammar itu
aturan dalam berbahasa
Inggris, so you need to
learn it
kalian harus pelajari
grammarnya itu. So we
will understand
grammatical very well.
Haduh masih belum juga
selesai dari tadi. You have
take long time to finish it
come on guys, kenapa
lama sekali menyelesaikan
, I have told to you clear
before it right
I am not serious, lihatlah
dari cara mis selama ini
dengan kalian just take it
easy guys gak perlu cemas
ya
his is your chance to come
forward, jangan berdiam
diri saja di kursi
guys, you are studying
right now right? so, lihat
kedepan jangan ke
samping
saat kalian memahami teks
dalam bahasa Inggris,
nantinya you will feel easy
to understand it
Tell me how many to be in
English yang kalian
ketahui
















APPENDIX 7, FORM TOTAL FOUND OF FUNCTION CODE SWITCHING
No
1
2

Meeting
The first meeting 6
september 2019
The second meting 7
september 2019
Total

Topic SC
6

Affective SC
8

Repetition SC
4

7

9

4

13

17

8

APPENDIX 8, The data impormation about teacher in CTC class level
INTERVIWEE.
CURRICULUM VITAE










Nama
Tempat, Tgl Lahir
Jenis Kelamin
Agama
Kewarganegaraan
Status
Alamat Sekarang
Telephone
Email

: Hj. Malikal Bulkis Hadi, LC, M.Pd.
: Surabaya, 24 juli 1985
: perempuan
: Islam
: Indonesia
: menikah
: pall 16 tempino
:
: malikal.bilqis.hadi@gmail.com

PENDIDIKAN












FORMAL :
1. SD Sudimoro 1997 Malang
2. MTs. Almaarif 2000 Malang
3. SMA. Amanatul ummah 2003 Surabaya
4. Universitas al Azhar 2009 Kairo Mesir
5. S2 UIN Jambi 2019
NON FORMAL :KEMAMPUAN :
1. Bahasa Arab
2. Bahasa Inggris
3. Microsoft word, Excel

 PENGALAMAN KERJA
 1. MTS PKP Al Hidayah sebagai guru 2010 hingga sekarang
 2. Asyhari Learning Center Sebagai Guru 2011 hingga Sekarang

LOCATION OF OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW

CLASSROOM SITUATION

